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Presidential candidates share views prior to SGA election
by John Meeks, Jr.
News Editor

nity, Phi Beta Lambda, and has helped orga
nize the Homecoming and the Miss UNF
Anthony Williams has been in student Pageant.
Williams sees himself as a hands-on ad
government for most of his five years at
UNF. He feels he is ready to lead the student ministrator who gets things done.
body as the school's number one b∞ster.
“I often...hop on the phone and call
Currently the President Pro-Temore of various administrators if there’s a problem,
SGA, Williams believes his experience is
the most important advantage.
"The Student Body Presidency...it’s not
like student council president in high school
where you get up in assemblies and make
speeches every now and again,” he said,
"The student body president at a state university is responsible for high level negotia
tions with the university administration,
with the legislature, with Tallahassee, and is
responsible for personally being the budget
director for a $195,000 budget.”
The most important issue for Williams?
“the lack of any sort of a student con
sciousness at UNF. We don’t support each
Anthony Williams
other; we don’t attend various functions,”
Hometown: Hialeah, FL
Williams said.
Major/Minor: Political Science/
Williams wants to have a lasting effect
Literature
on improving campus morale and spirit.
Major Influence: SGA Adviser Doug
He said that he was frustrated by the low
Covey
turnout for the women’s basketball’s tourna
Advice: "Get involved, stay involved, if
ment games.
you're not involved, don't complain."
“When they played theirfirstroundgame
here at UNF, the crowd was 200, “ he said. or go to someone’s office...I try to get things
“Then they won that game and went to straightened out, things that by all rights
Lakeland. They played the number one team weren’t my responsibility,” he said, “I feel it’s
in the conference and lost by three or four really important that we don’t sit back and
wait for other people to handle things. 1
points...there were 20-25 fans.”
Williams said that people may complain much prefer to get in early and find the
there are no events on campus, but as long as solution to the problem.”
Williams said the executive officers and
students don’t take steps to create events
30-40 senators make the “lion’s share of the
and participate, nothing will change.
He added the SGA president should be decisions on behalf of the students on cam
at the forefront of promoting sch∞l activi pus.”
“And although we are the elected repre
ties.
“The student body president should be sentatives, we still should not be making all
the university’s biggest cheerleader,” he those decisions ourselves. There are 10,000
said,“I’m going to do everything I can possi students on this campus and we need to
bly do to make sure that everyone is aware of make some effort to reach out to them to find
out exactly what they want,” he said.
the options that are available.”
Williams said the money raised for ac
“I have made a conscious effort over the
past couple of years, not only be involved in tivities belongs to the students, the activities
things myself, but to encourage other people are for the students; “it would only make
sense for us to go out and contact the stu
to get involved as well.”
Williams organized the business frater dents and ask for their input.”

by John Meeks, Jr.
News Editor
Josh Kuethe says he wants to bring
new blood into the Student Govern
ment Association.The junior with a triple
major in finance, economics, political
science is running for the office of SGA

Josh Kuethe (pronounced "kee-thee")
Hometown: Miami, FL
Major: (Triple) Economics, Finance,
Political Science
Major Influence: U.S. Senator Arlen
Specter-PA (R)
Advice: "It's getting your voice out
overall that counts."
president in this, his second semester at
UNF.
Kuethe has gained leadership expe
rience on campus in other areas in the
past and present.He’s currently the vice
president of the College Republicans
and a member of Sigma Chi fratnerity,
through which he serves as chairman of
the scholarship commitee.Until re
cently, he also served as vice president
of the Interfraternal Council.
Besideshis campus activities, Kuethe
has participated in the national political
scene. Growing up in Pennsylvania, he
met influential political figures, from the
secretary of state to Senator Arlen Spec
ter.
Since he’s a newcomer to the UNF
political scene, Kuethe has recently
sought advice from Bill Hughes, who
served as SGA president from 1993-94.
“He’s been giving me a lot of advice,

how to handle state government, how to
talk to them, and he’s been giving me the
proper channels to go through.”
Kuethe said he’s s also developing a rela
tionship with the administration.
“I’m meeting them slowly but surely,” he
said.
With help from the current administra
tion, Kuethe expects a sm∞th transition if
he is elected.
“I believe in hands-on experience. You’re
not going to know exactly what to do unless
you do it yourself,” he said.
As president, Kuethe said he’d promote
involvment on both the presidential and
student level.
The student body president should go
further than being a liaison between the
senate and the administration, he said.
“I believe the president’s role has to
expand more than that. The president has
to get involved in student activities, listen to
the students.”
Kuethe’s believes that students need to
know more about their government.
“More students want to get involved...
but just don’t know how,” he said, “I think
the student body isn’t educated enough about
SGA”
One way students can do this, Kuethe
said, is to run for positions in student gov
ernment.
“I believe anybody that has a good idea
on ways to change the school, and ways to
better it, should run for SGA president or
any position in SGA,” he said. "It's getting
your voice out overall that counts.”
Kuethe wants to start his effort by focus
ing on the incoming Class of ‘99.
“I think we’re going to concentrate on
the incoming freshmen,” he said. “This is
going to take some time.”
If elected, Kuethe wants to apply conser
vative ideas to running the student govern
ment budget of $1.2 million.
“We’re a little too liberal with our funds,”
he said. “We can better use the money and
better allocate the money.”
Kuethe thinks the most difficult part of
being SGA president will be “trying to please
everyone.”

State legislature seeks to shorten students' educational experience
by Christina Conner and
Charlie Cook
Copy Editor and Staff writer

ties and community colleges would
be easier. To ease the transition,
legislators would standardize the
If you think you’ve spent too course numbers in all nine state
much time in college already, you’re universities. Such a move would
not alone. The state legislature guarantee transfer students keep
agrees, and is considering several the credits they’ve already earned.
ideas to shorten the time students
“I know the uniform course
spend in the state university sys- numbers would have helped me,”
tem. According to some students, said Chad Bums, a senior educa
these ideas have promise, but to tionmajor. “I transferred here from
others, they don’t look so good.
Florida and have an excess of credit
Since the legislative session’s hours that don’t fit anywhere, be
open in early March, the Florida cause the course numbers were dif
Senate has examined ways to ferent.”
streamline degree requirements so
The legislature also hopes to
that the transfer between universi- ease the transition from the com-

munity college to the university.
As it is, community colleges have
their own requirements for AA
degrees, which may exceed 60
hours, but only 60 hours are trans
ferrable, according to SGA Presi
dent Kerry Heyward.
“A lot of their credit hours can’t
transfer and they end up repeating
courses here,” said Heyward.
“They’re looking at ways to level
out the playing field.”
The Senate is also considering
a flat 120 hour requirement for
most degrees, and wants to coordi
nate these requirements through
out the state system. In other words,

a 120-hour English degree at UNF fected by the ruling. Programssuch
would be the same degree at FSU. as physical therapy or accounting
However, some students feel limit that require special accreditation
ing the degree requirement would would be exempt, according to
lessen the college experience.
Heyward.
The legislature also hopes to
“Part of getting an education is
learning to deal with people, get inspire students to graduate more
ting different experiences and quickly by eliminating limited aclearning where your talents lie,” cess programs, which require a minisaid senior Dan Wessels. “Limiting mum GPA. Again, this proposal
the hour requirement will make could have positive and negative
people just take the required courses consequences.
On one hand, students would
to earn a degree or get a job. Col
lege is about developing as a person be able to get into any program
while preparing for the future, not
just getting a piece of paper.”
continued on pg. 2
Not all degrees would be af-
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State legislature seeks to revamp
university system requirements

Campus News
One vote is all it takes...

continued from pg. 1
without facing a GPA requirement. But eliminating limited access
programs would place students into programs that they may not be able
to handle.
“Eliminating GPA requirements is going to put people in programs
who don’t belong there,” said Wessels. “It’s also possibe that the
quality of the program will suffer in the long run.”
Legislators are also looking at the number of classes students are
taking, and are considering raising full time status to 15 hours from the
current 12 hours.
“This would be detrimental to our students,” said Heyward.
“If they change full time from 12 hours to 15 hours it will hurt
students,” said April Gilliam, a junior secondary education major.
“Working full time and taking four classes is too much as it is, let alone
five classes. Not everyone can just go to school and without working.”
The full-time hour issue may directly affect tuition in the system.
Legislators are considering block tuition - charging students for
attending school full time regardless of how many classes they are
actually taking.
“The policy is unfair and it goes to show how much the politicians
are out of touch with students today,” said Wessels. “The cost of
education is no longer the responsibility of parents, but the students
themselves.”
Another possibility reducing the semester length from 16 weeks to
10 or 12 weeks. Heyward said such a move would morph the current
semester system into a quarter system.
“They are trying to get more students in and out the door as quickly
as they can,” said Heyward.
“Moving students through the system quickly is fine, but I don’t
want the quality of my education to suffer because a few more students
were able to graduate more quickly,” said Bums.

vote
SGA elections
Wednesday & Thursday, March 29-30
the courtyard in front of the bookstore

Barring any last minute write-in candidates, SGA
Parliamentarian Melissa Alligood will be the next
Student Government Vice President.
She said that although her name is currently the
only name on the ballot, anyone can run a write-in
candidacy for the post during the March 29-30 elec
tions. Such a candidate must get a majority of the
votes to defeat Alligood.
“So far, there isn’t anybody campaigning to be a
write-in candidate,” said Alligood.
As long as there is no competition, Alligood
could win, even with one vote. "There’s not even a
set amount of votes I need to get,” she said.
Although she is SGA President Pro-Tempore
Anthony Williams’ running mate, she will win her
post by default because presidental contender Josh
Kuethe was unable to find a running mate. Regard
less of who is elected as president, Alligood said, “I
will do my duties as vice president.”

Women's History Month events continue
The film “Dream Worlds,” billed as “the film
MTV tried to ban,” will air March 23,7:30 p.m, in the
Senate Chambers as a part of Women’s History
Month.
Ellen Goodman, syndicated columnist, will speak
in the UNF theater on March 24 at 8 p.m. UNF
students with a valid ID attend this lecture and a
dessert reception free, while non-student tickets cost
$12.
Dr. Carolyn Williams will discuss “Alice Walker,
African-American Woman and Feminist” on March
29, in the Senate Chambers at n∞n.
Funny women Whoopi Goldberg and Ellen
DeGeneris will be spotlighted in the film, “Wise

Cracks,” March 30, at 7:30 p.m in the Senate
Chambers, For more information on any of these
events, please call the Womens’ Center at 646-2528.

Nutrition Month Highlights
March is National Nutrition Month, and the
UNF Nutrition Club is sponsoring three events:
Author Annette Meinrod will give a lecture titled
Sports Nutrition, on March 21 inBldg.3,Rm. 1381 at
1lam; Dr. Catherine Christi will discuss The Food/
Mood Connection, on March 28 in Bldg, 3, Rm. 1381
at 11a.m; and the Diatetic Career Fair, featuring
guest speakers on March 29 in Bldg. 39 in the 3rd
floor food lab at 3-6p.m.

Women and Minority Employment
A career symposium for women and minorities
will be in Bldg. 14,Rms. 1604-1606 on March 29. At
12-12:30p.m, Ms. Elizabeth Ward, Education Coor
dinator for Safe Card Serviceswill be giving a lecture
titled, “Women and Minorities in the Workplace.”
From 12:30 to 2 p.m., there will be an employer
showcase featuring the opportunities to network and
discuss employment opportunities with organization
representatives.

Ice Cream Social Benefit
On March 30, the Student Volunteer Center will
be hosting a Homeless, not Hopeless Ice Cream
Buffet at 11a.m.-1.p.min Bldg. 14,Rms. 1602-1603.
Guests are asked to bring two or more toiletries
(toothbrush, razor, shampoo, deodorant, etc.) in ex
change for the chance to create an ice cream sundae.
For more information, call the Student Volunteer
Center at 646-2755.

CBR'S
SPRING
BUYBACK
IT'S
A
TREASURE
HUNT
IN
YOUR
BACKPACK!

COMPUTERIZED BUTBACK
TWO
LINES FOR QUICK
SERVICE

GREAT PRICES
CONVIENT STORE HOURS

CBR

COLLEGE BOOK RACK
11292 BEACH BLVD.
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32246
(906) 642-7582
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Two mayoral candidates stump on campus
by John Meeks, Jr.
News Editor

opment as a success of his past administra
tion, during which, he said, 167 corpora
tions came to Jacksonville and 80,000 jobs
Two candidates running in the April were brought to the city.
11 mayoral election spoke on campus in
The former mayor’s main goal for the
separate forums last week.
future is to attract new business. He plans
achieve that by improving education and
The first, former mayor Jake Godbold,
led the city for two terms from 1979 until quality of life.
He pointed to Mayor Ed Austin’s Re
1987, when he opened his own business.
naissance plan - a 30-year bond issue to pay
The other, At-Large City Councilman
for city projects - and said as a result, the
Harry Reagan, who is pursuing a second
city is saddled with a long-term $470 mil
career in politics after nearly three decades
lion debt.
in journalism. Reagan is best known for his
“Everything we did: the convention
twenty-year stint as WJXT-TV's editorial center, redoing the Gator Bowl, Metro
director.
politan Park, the Riverwalk, four Regional
Libraries...we had decided that everything
we did when we
were in office
“It’s very easy for people to stand up
would be paid
by the time we
here during election time and tell you
went out of of
what’s wrong with Jacksonville. The
fice.
Every
bond issue was
difficulty comes in who can do it....
paid off.”
I’ve always been a can-do mayor, a
“Weleftthe
next mayor
can-do person.”
with no debts,”
— Jake Godbold, mayoral candidate he added.
Godbold
“It’s very easy for people to stand up here said while he was mayor, he also raised the
during election time and tell you what’s one cent sales tax, while lowering property
wrong with Jacksonville,” said Godbold in
tax rates by 2.5 mills.”
the March 15 forum. “The difficulty comes
“People don’t want new taxes, so where’s
in who can do it, who can solve the prob
the money going to come to do all these
lems, and I’ve always been a can-do mayor,
wonderful things we’re talking about doing
a can-do person.”
here? It’s going to come from creating new
Godbold pointed to downtown redevel jobs.”

Twodayslater, on March 15, City Coun
Besides responsiveness and accessibilcilman Harry Reagan spoke at UNF. He ity, Reagan names independence as his goal.
prides himself on not only talking about
He describes himself as “someone who is
good government, but actually working to going to be able to respond to all of the
implement it.
people rather than just the well-connected
“My favorite way to approach a thorny, elite who will contribute to his campaign.”
difficult issue is to get everybody around a
Reagan said that the main reason why
conference table and get input on the issues voters have lost faith in city government is
before we actually move forward with legis because it continues to spend their money
lation,” he said,
“You end up “My favorite way to approach a thorny,
with something
difficult issue is to get... input on the
that nobody is
entirely happy issues before we actually move
with,butnobody
forward with legislation.”
is entirely un
— Harry Reagan, mayoral candidate
happy with it,
and they had at
least a chance to participate in the process. on things they don’t need.
Which is not always the case in government”
"This election in some ways is an afterHe explained that government’s inac the-fact referendum on Renaissance.”
cessibility is why voters are hostile.
In the project, money freed from past
“It’s very hard for people to get down to bonds was appropriated by the city council
City Hall. They work, for the most part, to be committed to a $17 million plan.
during the day, and City Hall is only open
“My preference would have been to use
from 8 to 5.”
it on public safety and use some of the rest of
He proposes a mobile City Hall that is it for a bond issue.”
funded by an estimated $15,000 pay cut
Reagan’s economic goal is the improvefrom the mayor’s salary.
ment of the port, with the help of a voter“Maybe one night a week, or Saturday approved five-year 1/2 cent sales tax to
mornings, we need to have [city] offices finance the expansion.
open. I think the tax collector does some of
"The biggest thing we can do for ecothat now.”
nomic development is the port,” he said.
“[It] might not be altogether popular
He said that port expansion could gen
with the city employees, but they have to erate 10,000 new jobs.
realize they are there to serve the citizens,
“We have tremendous potential as a
and we need to operate for the convenience port city. Mother Nature did us a favor with
of the citizens.”
the Atlantic Ocean and the St. John’s River.”

11711 Marco Beach Drive ∙ Jacksonville FL 32224-7615 ∙ (904) 645-6000
In the East Park Office and Industrial Center across from FCCJ
(behind Ryan’s Steak house on Beach Blvd.)

GRAND OPENING!
You are cordially invited to the
GRAND OPENING of our
Venus Swimwear Factory Outlet Store.
Come and View our exciting

1995 SWIMWEAR COLLECTION*
Mix & Match
Any Top With Any Bottom!
SAVE up to 60% off on
our entire stock of sportswear and dresses
from our previous VENUS Attitudes catalogs.

YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS THIS SALE!
Bring this ad into our store to recieve a
free tee shirt with any purchase.

STORE HOURS Monday - Saturday
10a.m. to 6 p.m.
*1995 Swimwear is offered at regular catalog prices.
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Help Wanted

Managing Editor

This 20-hour-a-week position
requires the supervision of the
Spinnaker staff in all editorial
and business matters. Strong
writing and editing skills and a
working knowledge of the
Jacksonville area required. Past
managerial experienced
preferred but not required.

Views

Advertising Manager

This 20-hour-a-week position
requires a working knowledge
of advertising and public
relations, and involves the
solicitation of ads from local
and national advertising.

Apply by Friday, March 24,
1995. Application process
includes essay and interview.
For further info, or to pick up
an application, stop by the
Spinnaker office, Bldg. 14,
Rms. 2607, or call 646-2727.

the Spinnaker
Managing Editor
Advertising Manager
Production Manager
Copy Editor
News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Graphic Artist
Reporters

Candice Davis
Dawn Burnam
Kendrick Kerwin Chua
Christi Conner
John Meeks, Jr.
Brook Borowy
Tom Kopacz
Adam Roman
Glenn Thomas
Chris Kennedy
Charlie Cook
Fredline McCormick
Robert Russo
Advisers Doug Covey
Paula Neimeyer

The Spinnaker welcomes responsible commentary and letters to the editor. letters
must be signed and include writer's address and telephone number. Names may be

withheld upon request. The Spinnaker reserves the right to edit letters and opinions
for darity, space requirements, libel and taste. Send submissions to the Spinnaker,

University of North Florida, 4567 St. Johns Bluff Road S., Bldg. 14, Rm. 2608,
Jacksonville, Fl 32224. Telephone (904) 646-2727.

The Minority Opinion
Commentary by Kendrick Kerwin Chua
Production Manager
Somewhere near the Georgia border, I had a
vision of the future, and it was frightening.
I was driving around I-95 on an overcast day last
week, and I was in a terribly educational mood.
Learning how to do a U-turn at 55 miles an hour
through four lanes does that to you. After nearly
losing a tire turning off on A1A, I decided maybe it
was a nice time to forgo the traditional male pride
and ask for directions.
I pulled into a Pic-N-Save and ordered coffee
about ten seconds before I realized that Pic-N-Save
stores aren’t supposed to have cafeterias anymore.
Everyone around me was at once old and ageless,
carrying around the kinds of bodies on which any
clothing at all looks horribly outdated. The Carpen
ters made themselves closer to me over the Muzak
system. I looked around at the Nehru sweater racks
and the Neil Diamond on the tape shelves, and then
1 returned to my car expecting to see Christopher
Lloyd, ready to send me back to the future.
I literally crawled all over that store, looking for
some sign that 1 was still in 1995, that Bill Clinton
was still president and that disco was no longer cool.
I found it, in all places, at the toy section, where
among the cheap Barbie dolls and water guns and
remote-control cars was a single Lion King action
figure.
This experience somehow cured me of my tempo
ral myopia, and the Lion King bandages and the Lion
King lunchboxes and the Lion King baby clothes and
the Lion King silverware all revealed themselves to
me one after the other, in some bizarre Mouseketeer
Roll Call order. I finished my coffee, bought a toy
robot, got directions, and left.
The aforementioned vision of the future hap
pened somewhere near the I-10 merger, and I almost
lost another tire deep in thought about this.
Say for a moment that our civilization is on the
brink of collapse. That we are in imminent danger of
finding a place next to imperial Rome and feudal

Japan and colonial England in the history b∞ks.
When all our buildings and all our schools and all our
Pic-N-Saves fall down and crumble, what will archaeologists use to date our remains? When they find
the bodies of cashiers and coffee drinkers in the
rubble, how will they know how long they’ve been
lying there?
Certainly not by the merchandise. When these
retail-discount-family-dollar stores get something in,
it doesn’t leave until someone buys it. The only
indicator of time which is common to all points in our
civilization is the Disney merchandise.
We are soon going to be living in the Pocahontas
age. Right now is the Lion King age, and you can tell
because Simba, a common icon, can be found in the
sleeping chambers and the eating r∞ms of many
common people of this era. Although some more
affluent members of this ancient culture seem to
prefer the worship of a strange and mystical sage
known as “Gump,” it is Simba who is generally
revered by the greater numbers.
Simba the Lion King seems to be the latest in a
series of iconified deities, some of which include the
bear Baloo, a French animal gestalt, and an blue,
anthropomorphic genie. Similar in many ways to the
Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca, many members of this
culture often made a pilgrimage to a strange island in
the swamps known as Orlando, where thousands
participated in ritual ceremony around and about
such deities.
Chief among these deities is the Michael Mouse,
who is often represented by a pair of black rodent’s
ears. This ubiquitous symbol was often found on
headwear and on wall decorations, and has been
found in the ruins of many other ancient civilizations
across the ocean, suggesting that the religion may
have transcended political boundaries. Although
there is no doubt that the people of this era used their
own timing system, the rise and fall of these other,
lesser deities has created for us a convenient and
colorful method by which to categorize and catalog
the rise and fall of their world.

The articles in this publication labelled "commentary" represent the opinions of the
individual authors and do not represent the Spinnaker or the university as a whole.
Student and faculty submissions are welcome. Please include a name and a telephone
number on a typewritten copy one week prior to publication.
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HOW TO GET STUFF CHEAPER.
(WITHOUT POSING AS A SENIOR CITIZEN,)

Check expiration dates.
If it's going bad tomorrow, it's
probably on sale today.

Look for product flaws.
A scratch or a missing button means
bargain savings at the register.

Go generic.
Same as name brands, without the
cartoon mascots.

Buy in bulk with friends.
Connect the leftover boxes to make
a human Habitrail.®

Use a Citibank Classic card.
If you find out you didn't pay the lowest
price, Citibank Price Protection can pay
you back up to $ 150.*
* Naturally, conditions and exclusions apply. Learn all
about it when you become a cardmember.

WE RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU?"
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.

Support UNF Scholarships
with a Customized Osprey
License Plate!

UNF tags are available at First Coast tag
offices and can be ordered from tag
agencies elsewhere in Florida.

For $25 (plus state fees) you can support
the Ospreys in style (Tags can be personal
ized for an additional fee.)
Since 1986, proceeds from UNF tag sales
have provided more than 283 scholarships.

Africa, Asis, Latin America, Central Europe
and the Former Soviet Republics . . .
A Rapidly Changing World Is Seeking Your

Advanced Business
Know-How
Peace Corps is seeking
degreed individuals
to help people in
countries around the
world in small and micro
enterprise business
development. Opportunities
exist in many places
where volunteers serve,
including the emerging
democracies of Central
and Eastern Europe.
These positions offer
responsibility, world-class
language training and all
expenses paid. Here's a
chance to get unparalleled
training coupled with

SHOW YOUR SCHOOL SPIRIT!
For information
call: 800-424-8580 ext 598

University of North Florida, Jacksonville, Florida
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The ice queen returns with Rapture -Rhythm & Views
by John Meeks, Jr.
News Editor
Even though “Superstition” is only
about four years old, I thought it was
forever when I waited for the latest
Siouxsie and the Banshees release.
When it finally came, I wondered if they
would ever be able to follow up sensual
“Kiss Them for Me” and dream-like
“Shadowtime.”
Sure, we got to hear from Morrissey
and REM, but what about the ice queen
of alternative/goth music?
To me, Siouxsie Sioux has been a
bewitching presence. She is a living
paradox. Her voice can be cool one
second and then fiery the next. Any-

thing else is just a bad Yoko Ono imper
sonation.
Since “Peep Show,” I have looked to
Siouxsie and the Banshees for that a
mystical style of alternative music that
did not rely on riot girls and imitation
feedback.
She still managed to empower her
self by being the Titania of her own
deep, dark little universe. Her voice
dominates without smothering. The
instruments take me without losing me.
Siouxsie admirers should add “Rap
ture” to their collection. It is Siouxsie at
her most sincere, only with a very new
sound. The album seems to be an ex
periment which winds through different

moods and sounds.
“Oh Baby,” is very hypnotizing first
track. The drums and guitar are very
powerful and alluring. Siouxsie’s voice
carries the listener to the inside of her
heart. Singing, “look at the stars/they’re
raining down/even these jewels want to
kiss your crown,” she expresses a lush
valentine. I hope it’s the first single to
hit the airwaves.
The best combination of instruments
and vocals is “Stargazing.” Love shouldn’t
be something from afar, Siouxsie says.
She warns of gazing at a sky that could
only gaze back down. It’s brief, but
catchy.
The song with the most lasting effect

is the tenth one, “The Double Life.”
The lyrics are fairly cryptic at some
points, but I'm sure that Siouxsie would
sound sexy while reading out of a Chi
nese take-out menu.
On the other side of the coin,
Siouxsie rages in “Falling Down”: “I
wouldn’t have you if you wanted me.”
The song lashes out in a quick burst of
scorn, “You wouldn’t want you.”
The last song, “Love Out Me,” is
weaker, but has great lyrics expressing
self-hate. It describes a kind of love that
has to be expelled before it destroys.
Siouxsie closes the album like she’s
breaking off a relationship. I hope she’ll
return soon.

Reba proves herself down-home crowd pleaser
by Christie Conner
Copy Editor
Reba McEntire put on an astonishing
concert in the Coliseium March 17. How
ever, this was more than just a concert, this
wwas a show complete with fireworks, danc
ers and costume changes.
Reba is the indispudable queen of coun
try music and her show reflects that status.
It started with her song “Fancy,” which tells
the story of a young girl whose only hope to
survive is prostitution. Reba acted part of
the video out on stage. From a completely
dark stage came a taxi. As the cab made its
way to the front of the stage, Reba exited
and began to sing. It mirrored the video
almost exactly.
From that point on the show was a non
stop perfromance of old and new songs. She
performed old favorites like “Whoever’s In
New England” and “Act Naturally”. She
also performed several songs from her new

CD Read My Mind such as “The Heart Is A
Lonely Hunter” and “Till You Love Me”.
No matter the song, the performance
was outstanding. For instance, the stage
hands set up a saloon for the song “The
Heart Is A Lonely Hunter.” The saloon was
complete with tables, a bar, bartender and
Reba as a waitress. A few members of her
entourage acted out the songs as Reba sang.
Reba has an incredible talent for por
traying song. As she sang “ I Will Not Stand
In Line” one could see the fury of a woman
with a cheating boyfriend.
During the concert Reba also paid trib
ute to her acting career. She has appeared
in two recent films, North and The Ltitle
Rascals. She has also appeared in a recent
made-for-television movie based on a her
song “Is There Life Out There?” The song
is about an older woman with a family who
has decided to go back to college.
One of her other movie efforts, Trem

ors, was a B-movie about gigantic worms
under the ground which caused earthquakes.
During the concert an inflatable worm
popped out of the stage which Reba could
shoot at while singing “Act Naturally”.
Although that part of the show was a bit
cheesy to say the least, it did generate a roar
of laughter from the audience.
In yet another part of the show, Reba
sang “She Thinks His Name Was John”
about a young woman dying of AIDS. The
song was all the more touching for Reba’s
simplicity. There was no flashy dance num
ber, just a simple and beautiful AIDS quilt
falling from the ceiling.
From solemly singing about AIDS to
dancing around the stage with a cheating
boyfriend, Reba is a born performer. She
has raw talent in that throaty, earthy voice.
Her singing talent has taken her far from a
barrel rider in Oklahoma to a multi-award
winning singer. Her singing talent is only

exceeded by her business saavy. Reba owns
and operates Starstruck Entertainment with
her husband, Narvel Blackstock. They lease
jets, have a public relations firm and operate
a large ranch. They decided to lease the jets
after an accident a few years ago when
Reba’s band was killed in an airplane crash.
At the time, she and her husband decided to
fly only when they knew it was safe and they
hoped anything they operated themselves
would be.
Well, running her business or singing,
Reba is a phenomenal country-music super
star who inspires loyalty from all her fans.
We would definitely reccommend seeing
Reba’s show if you ever get the chance. She
was incredible .
The opening acts weren’t bad either.
Newcomer, Rhett Aikens and Tracy Byrd
of “Watermelon Crawl” fame were great
openers, but the crowd was there to see
Reba and it was obvious.

They Might be Giants bring rockin' novelty act to the Edge
By John Meeksz Jr.
News Editor
There was a John Flansburgh
sighting!
The bespectacled half of They
Might Be Giants was washing his
clothes outside of a trendy Jack
sonville hot spot...
Wait a second!
What do you think I am?
Tabitha Soren?
The World’s Rockingest Novelty Band (in the exact words of
Cousin Joe) came to sing some
stuff, not have some gossipy writer
divulge stuff like John’s boxer
shorts...
1 will cut to the straight dope.
You would have to search to
find a better stage show. When I
grow old and retire, that’s the group
I want to have playingon my ocean
liner.
So what is their first tour with
a full band like? It’s like Lawrence
Welk and Ike Turner together
again!
When TMBG appeared before
the foaming-at-the-mouth crowd,

they threw them a really big treat.
The concert was purely the very
best from their two best-known
albums, Lincoln and Flood.
They reminded me of the B52s, before they t-k themselves
too seriously.
They look like two guys who
edited a high school newspaper.
What can two mild-mannered
white guys do? Hellzuplenty!
The trip began with a very
Sinatraesque opening. John
Flansburgh’s voice is smooth, but
it seems to careen around the room
in its own wild little way.
Unlike petulant rockers eager
to put their past behind them,
TMBG embraced theirs. I loved
“Don’t Let’s Start”. Thekeyboards
had us moving and shaking, even
if we had no idea of what the beat
was.
Before their next song, we were
instructed by John Linell to “come
join us as we wreck the show.” But
not physically. They only wanted
us to wreck the vibe. You know,
that sappy Barabra Streisandesque

air that starts after the third song.
The hard polka version of
“Twistin” (my fave tune from
Flood) was only a prelude to the
powerful show ahead. It was a
high pitched beach blanket bingo,
the song I least expected to hear.
But TMBG is a group that aims to
please.
TMBG offers a music lesson to
the groups that think they have to
sound like a kitten in a blender to
rock. AKA Driver was pounding
and driving and sounded like a
song should. They rocked.
For a guy who failed music class,
I learned a lot about music this
night. I didn’t even know that a
glockenspiel was an instrument,
until I saw one right in front of my
very eyes. It sounds a lot like a
triangle. And never have I seen a
glockenspiel inspire so much ex
citement, kind of like Tracy Lords
on the triangle in John Waters’
Cry Baby.
I also got to hear the s∞thing
sounds of a ukelele. It was absur
dity galore.

The most kudos of the evening
probably go to the drummer, whose
solos set Gene Krupa’s, Buddy
Rich’s, and Sheila E.'s hearts-athumping.
I think that was the first time I
ever experienced a conga line dur
ing a concert. It was also the first
time I crowd surfed (two whole
years after Vice President Gore’s

attempt). I think it was the first
time I heard everything I wanted
to hear at a concert. And it was
the first time I’ve been to concert
where the encore developed into a
show of its own, peaking at the
crowd’s biggest request, “Istanbul,
Not Constantinople.” I guess I am
(along with all of the others) a
satisfied customer.
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Hip Happenings
ALHAMBRA DINNER THEATRE
12000 Beach Blvd. 641-1212.
“Oklahoma” through Apr 30. Tues-Sun, 8:15 pm (buffet at
6:30 pm). Matinees Sat at 1:15 pm (buffet at 11:30 am), Sun
at 2 pm (buffet at 12:15).

BUKKETS BAHA BEACH CLUB
222 North Ocean at 1st St.
246-7701
Wed’s are Retro Night w∕ 80’s music. Thur’s are Ladies
Night. Fri’s the Big Ape broadcasts live. Sat’s feature
Johnny Rocks. Sun’s are Progressive Partys.

MILK BAR
128 West Adams St.
356-MILK
Fri, Mar 24. Sakajaweeda,
Ring Worm, and Pocket Weasel.
Mon's are Old Wave Night. Sat's are House of Kirby,
all ages. Sun’s are gothic and industrial.
Fri,s, Sat’s, and Mon’s, the Green Room
features funk, disco, jazz, and acid jazz.

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND HISTORY
1025 Museum Circle 396'7062
Sat Mar 25. Opening of the giant walkthrough Amazing
Science Maze.

cafe on the square
1974 San Marco Blvd. 399-4422
Tues’s are open acoustic night.

CLUB CAROUSEL
8550 Arlington Expwy.
725-2582
Wed, Feb 22 and Thur, Feb 23. Widowmaker w∕ 60 Grit.
Fri's are ballroom dancing until 11 pm; latin music til
close. Sat’s are Cool Runnings, hip-hop, reggae and dance..

NORTH SHORE GRILLE
363 Atlantic Blvd.
246-6633
Mon’s feature China Cats.
Tues’s are open acoustic mic night.

OCEANFRONT seawalk plaza
249-3972
Sat & Sun Apr 1-2. Springing the Blues, a free blues
festival beginning at 12 pm each day.

CLUB 5
1028 Park St. 356 5555
Thur’s are Ladies’ Nights. Fri’s and Sat’s are 1/2 cover and
drinks until 10 pm.

CRAZY HORSE SALOON
5800 Phillips Hwy. 731-8892
Country music nightly.

THE DOCKSIDE

JAGUAR’S DEN

4329 Blanding Blvd. 777-9990
Sports Bar and Live Music. Mon’s are open mic night. Tues’s,
Thur’s, Fri-Sun are dance music.

ECLIPSE
4219 St.John’s Ave. 387'3582
Alternative dance music. Fri’s are Old Wave Night.

THE EDGE
845 University Blvd., N. 7454232
Thur, Mar 30. The Cult.
Progressive, alternative, industrial dance music. Wed’s are
Ladies Night, Thur’s are Rock Night. Fri’s admission is $3 w∕
college I.D.

Do you have an event or a party
to advertise in Hip Happenings?
Call Brook Borowy at the Spinnaker 648 - 2727

ON CAMPUS

SPB Entertainment Hotline: 646-2460
Fri, Mar 24. Alpha Experience on the Green at 10 am.
Tues, Mar 28. Comedian Katsy Chappell
in the Boathouse at 9 pm.
Thur, Mar 30. Opening reception for
The Student Show 1995 in the Gallery, 5-7 pm.
Show will run through Apr 28.
Mon, Apr 3. Illusionist Craig Karges
in the Theatre at 9 pm.
Tues, Apr 4. Free Movie: A Walk in the Clouds
at Regency at 7 pm. Pick up your
tickets at the Student Programming Board.

SPIKE’S DOG HOUSE
1324 University Blvd., N. 745-0625
Thur’s are new generation reggae. Sun’s are open mic
night.

T-BIRDS
9039 Southside Blvd.
363-3399
60's, 70's, 80’s, and 90's dance music. Wed’s are Big
Bamboo reggae nights. Fri’s and Sat’s are Dance Partys.

YESTERDAY'S ENTERTAINMENT
3638 Park St. 387-0502
Sat, Apr 1. Hot up-and-coming band Gravy.
Sun’s are All-Star Jams.
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Jason Beebout of Samiam On the Spot
Interview responses are printed verbatim and are not edited for profanity. Reader discretion is advised.

by Brook Borowy
Features Editor

qualms with saying a few words for
print.

Moshing in the Boathouse?
Yes! Although only about a hun
dred people showed up and only
about ten were inspired enough to
slam dance, Samiam had the Boat
house rocking like a raft at sea.
The show was free and the mood
waselectric when the up-and-com
ing quasi-punk band took the stage
on March 16, accompanied by
Chokebore and the Goops.
Samiam put on this free show
as part of their nationwide tour
promoting their major label de
but, Atlantic’s Clumsy. After the
show, vocalist Jason Beebout hung
out on the back deck and talked
with whoever approached. His
attitude is fiercely independant, a
rebel to the end, and he had no

Brook Borowy: You recently
made a video for MTV, what
went into that? What’s the MTV
experience like?
Jason Beebout: The MTV part
is bullshit. You just make a video
and send it to them, and they de
cide whether or not it’s worth play
ing. You have no control over
that. Making, it was just like we
went in there one day and all these
people who we’ve never met be
fore start telling us what to do.
They dressed me up in this suit
that was three sizes too small. It
was kind ofcramped. It was really
warm. It was boring. I got really
drunk. All my scenes were in the
morning, and then they brought

the caterer in with all thisbeer and
food and stuffand I was like, “Fuck,
there’s a lot of stuffhere, and there’s
nowhere else to go.” So I sat there
and got drunk. So, for the last part
of the video I had to be in, I was
fucking hammered. I just stood
there, leaning back andforth, looking retarded or something.
How would you classify
Samiam's music?
It’s just....I don’t know. I don’t
really want to have a label. We’re
not a punk band because I don’t
want to associate with the people
who are pissed of at us for doing
what we’re doing. You know, for
playing the shows we do, or signing the record label we did, or
whatever, how we choose to live
our lives. A lot ofthose people call
themselves punks, so fuck 'em.

And Rock ‘N’ Roll always has a
weird connotation to it, so, I guess
we’re not that either. We’re just a
band.
This is your first record on a
major label. Have you gotten a
bad reaction to that?
Not as much as I expected. I
got it from the people I knew I was
going to get it from, and I haven’t
gotten it from as many people as I
thought I would. There’s just so
many fucking idiots, who ten years
ago were saying, “Fuck the labels!
Fuck labels!” And now, you know,
it’s just the opposite. They’re
fucking labelingeverything, what’s
cool, what’s not, and I don’t want
to be part of that. If you play
music, and it’s good, I like you,
you’re a good band. Ifyouboreme,
you know, somebody else probably

likes you, so you’re still a good
band. People are doing what they
want to do, you know, doing the
best they can.

©

1995 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association/College Retirement Equities Fund.

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,
we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are
tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
additional assets — money that can help make the
difference between living and living well after your
working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them
as income. That can make a big difference in how
painful your tax bill is every year.

F

As the nation’s largest retirement system, we
offer a wide range of allocation choices — from
TIAA’s traditional annuity, with its guarantees of
principal and interest, to the seven diversified
investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low,* which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.

Call today—it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM
*Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, 1994; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Directors' Analytical Data, 1994 (Quarterly). CREF
certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
call 1 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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PHUNNI PAIJES

SirRichardvanKinklestipe's

HEY ALL YOU ASPIRING ARTISTE TYPES!

Wild Kingdom

By Anthony Rubino, Jr.

Baby talk— baby talk— it's a wonder you can walk!—Buddy Hinton, on Cindy Brady’s lisp

ASK MR. COLLEGE
Go ahead, let off a little steam. Write to Mr. College!

Sir Richard is looking for students who are willing to submit
their comics for the Phunni Paijes. If you want to see your
name and artwork in print every two weeks, call the
Spinnaker and ask for Sir Richard van Kinklestipe.

Talent and/or experience is not a requirement.
Anonymous submissions will be eaten.
Call 646 - 2727

Q. Dear Mr. College: Having just read your “Brady Bunch Fun Quiz I must respond
with disgust. You question why anyone would waste their time reading and taking
the quiz. Well how long did it take you to write that imbecilic quiz? How much
time did you waste for that? Actually, the entire (paper the column appeared in)
sucks! PLEASE! Such effort put forth astounds me!—Kim, New York, NY
A. Dear Kim-Miester: Yikes! Chill Kimster! I wouldn’t want you to pop a
vessel over this or anything. I KNOW KIM! Maybe this'll cheer you up!

MR. COLLEGE'S

LACK OF FOCUS

1 Which of the following
statements was NOT made
during a Brady Bunch episode?
□ Mom always says, “Don’t play ball in the
house." □ Oh, my nose! □ More tequilla,
Jan? □ Damn it Cindy! Don’t make me beat
the hell out of you again! □ Bobby, would
you please pass the heroin? No you
knuckle-head, not the cocaine, the
HEROIN! □ You know what they say: date
a butcher and get good meat.

2

© Anthony Rubino. Jr., 1994 ∙ Distributed by Tribune Media Services

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT

LOOKING FOR A JOB? Connectwith
potential employers24hours∕day, 7 days/
week with the Osprey Touchtone Jobsline!
Simply call the Career Development
Center at 646-2955 to obtain your
jobsline password - then dial 928-3UNF.
. .looking for a job has never been so
easy!

MAKE MONEY PLAYING VIDEO
GAMES’!! NINTENDO is looking for
enthusiastic, reliable individuals too promote their products in retail outlets
THROUGHOUT THE NATION dur
ing this holiday season. Call Gretchen
1-800-229-5260.
Loving nanny needed, M,W, F, 3 boys,
car needed,Lakewoodarea, need respon
sible, caring person to run household 3
days a week-7:30 to 6:PM 858-3351
Leave Message.

$712.00 weekly possible mailing
circulars. Paychecks sent Friday! Free
details: Circulars, Box 282078-NF, San
Francisco, CA 94128
Child Care P/T Ponte Vedra Area for 8
and 11 year old, non-smoker, references

Answers: Yeah, like this
is really a quiz. Don't
you have anything
better to do?* Easy

Send questions, comments, and tidings of good cheer (Kim) to:
Mr. College ∙ P.O. Box 431 ∙ Gaithersburg MD ∙ 20884-0431

there Kim! This is JUST
A JOKE. You know
me... always kiddin'!

HEY YOU!
Get your question answered by Mr. College!

required, 285-1512 leave message.
STUDENTS Over 120 American manu
facturers need you to assemble products at
home. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday deco
rations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part
time/full time. Experience unnecessary/will
train. You’re paid weekly. Call 1-602-6807444 ext. 1001C
Mature, responsible, non-smoker wanted to
sit for my 2 children 12-15 hrs. a week. Will
work around your schedule. Close to cam
pus. References needed. Call for interview.
992-9044

Get paid to see movies! Part time job oppor
tunity to work with a major Holleywood
studio! Visit the Career Development Of
fice at Founders Hall for more information.
Application deadline is April 15.

TCBY - Now hiring individuals with a great
personality who seek a job in a clean, greasefree environment located on the comer of
Southside and Baymeadows Rd. near Slider’s
Cafe. PH# 642-5775. Come today to apply
in person. TCBY Baymeadows Rd. Jax FL
32257.
Hiring servers and hostesses - Come by
Mozzarella’s Cafe, very flexible hours, good
opportunity to make great money at one of
Jacksonville’s funnest restaurants at the Jack
sonville Landing. 2 Independent Dr., Jax FL

DISTRIBUTED BY TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

A) They were heavily sedated with generous portions

Six kids. Two of hash-laden brownies before each episode.
bedrooms.
B) Alice carried a disciplinary bull whip, sawed off
One bathroom. shotgun, and baseball bat in her beehive at all times.
How come they C) They did. There was a forth Brady girl. Sadie Brady
didn't kill each was killed by Greg during a vicious battle over a can of
other?
extra strength hair spray.
______________

32203, Attn. Kegin Hogan.

CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!

Earn up to $2,000+/month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Seasonal and Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary For more information
call:
Cruise Employment Services

(206) 634-0468 ext. C52372

SERVICES

HEALTH INSURANCE—PERMANENT AND SHORT TERM
Call Steve Price 363-0011 ext. 234
Procrastination is the thief of time.—
Edward Young

Council Travel, the leader in student
travel, is pleased to announce more sav
ings! Effective immediately, you can add
to your travel savings by calling our of
fice toll-free. It’s as easy as dialing 1-8002-COUNCIL. To obtain budget travel
information, a FREE Students Travels
Magazine and much more, just pick up
the phone and call toll-free 1-800-2COUNCIL.

SPRING BREAK '95 America’s #1 Spring
Break Company! Cancun, Bahamas, or
Florida! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 Friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Call for our finalized 1995 Party SchedNational Scholarship Service - We cari
ules!! 800-95-BREAK
help you find money for college. Over
300,000
scholarships & grants available. $6
Wanted!!! Individuals, Student Organizabillion
+
in student aid goes unclaimed
tionsand Small Groups to Promote SPRING
because
people
don’tknowitexists or where
BREAK ’95. Earn substantial MONEY and
to
apply.
Call
today
for free brochure (201)
FREE TRIPS. CALL THE NATION’S
488-1642.
LEADER, INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013.
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Better athletes & more TV coverage improve women's hoop image
season, Jane Albright-Dieterie built a solid who thinks [women’s basketball is] a nov
the University of Connecticut. The
program
at Northern Illinois University elty should watch a game.”
UConn women’s basketball team is unde
Bruno says the growing interest in the
and
received
the fan support at NIU's Chick
feated and ranked No. 1 in Division I.
sport
results from increased media exposure
Evans Fieldhouse to back it up.
“Little by little, you see more people at
and improvement in the game
the games and hear more
itself “It helps to be on TV,
people talking about them “People are realizing that the women are
but
people need to see a qual
in class. The teams are so
playing
basketball
in
its
purest
form.
These
are
ity
game
when they turn it
popular already, and then
on,
”
said
Bruno,
adding that
it just keeps coming.”
well-coached teams that play hard from start to
27 games were nationally tele
Miller, one of thou
vised this season, up from 19
sands of students who at finish. Anyone who thinks [women’s basketball
last year. “The product has to
tend most UConn men’s is] a novelty should watch a game.”
be up to the level of the expo
games, has become a de
sure.”
voted fan of the women’s
Bruno said the teams are
team as well. “I just love
— Linda Bruno, NCAA-1
improving thanks to increased
the game of basketball,”
women’s basketball committee participation of women in
he said. "I'd go to a game
high school sports.
every night if 1 could.”
“Girls coming out of high school used to
“The students were really supportive at
Before leaving for the head coaching
Northern,” she said. “It means a lot to the think their playing days ended when they
job at the University of Wisconsin this
team when you have people up in the graduated,” Bruno said. “But with more
stands yelling and screaming.”
programs around the country and more
NIU graduate Brian DesBiens said the media coverage, they realize that they can
women’s games were a little slower than the continue in college.”
After gaining national television cover
men’s, but just as exciting. “What was lack
ing in slam dunks was made up for in three- age on CBS the past two years, the NCAA
pointers,” said DesBiens, who said he at- women’s basketball tournament will be mov
tended home games often. “The women ing exclusively to ESPN for the 1996 sea
really played a good brand of ball.”
son. The sports network will increase the
Atlantic 10 Conference commissioner number of televised tournament games from
Linda Bruno, chairwoman of the NCAA seven to 23.
women’s basketball committee, said the
The additional revenue from the new
sport is starting to get the recognition it television agreement will help supplement
a sport that has already become financially
deserves.
“People are realizing that the women stronger in the past few seasons.
“We’re selling out the Final Four games
are playing basketball in its purest form,”
UNF students take KAPLAN?
Bruno said. “These are well-coached teams far in advance.” Bruno said. “Every extra bit
that play hard from start to finish. Anyone of revenue helps.”

(CPS) — When the
NCAA first decided to
hold a men’s basketball
tournament in 1939, organizers of the event would
have never guessed that it
would be more than 40 years before the
women’s teams had a tournament of their
own.
But then, they probably didn’t imagine
that women’s competitive basketball was
even possible.
In 1995, however, women’s basketball
continues to make great leaps in popularity
and profitability. Andon many college cam*
puses, the fans just keep coming.
“The men’s team always gets lot more
publicity, at least nationally, but the
women’s team is becoming a big deal on
campus,” said Tony Miller, a freshman at

Why do so many

Great Skills..

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where,you need it most.
We’ll show you the
proven skills and test
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

Classes Starting Now!

Great Scores!
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep tools available.
From videos to software to virtual reality practice tests with comput
erized analysis to great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Free Seminars!

F-l Information/I-20 Documentation

Call: (904) 731-5500

KAPLAN

Baseball team sweeps Kennel
Club Classic over Spring Break
continued from p. 12
each.
UNF 4, Central Michigan 3 (UNF,
March 9) — Brooks pitched another com
plete game. The junior allowed two earned
runs and walked two.
All-American Mike McPhail had a
double, a triple and drove in two runs. Lee
scored twice.
UNF Γ5, Fairmont State 4 (UNF,
March 8) — UNF’s offense exploded by
racking up 17 hits. Birr, McPhail, Bret
Soveral, Pound, and John O’Neil had two
hits each. McPhail and Pound each clubbed
home runs. Pound’s was his first of 1995,
and he said he knew the ball was gone.
“As soon as I hit it, I started going into
my trot,” Pound said.
Mike Beresch came out of the pen and
pitched 3 2/3 scoreless innings to pick up
the win.
UNF 8, Xavier 7 (UNF, March 7) —
Pawlyk came out of the bullpen for the
Ospreys and stifled Xavier with two innings
of sharp relief help to pick up the win. Rich
got his fourth save.
“I had it going tonight,” Pawlyk said. “I
was throwing some serious noise.”
Joby Birr led the offense with two
doubles, a triple and four RBI's. Willie Lee
scored twice and drove in two. Squeak
Sheiman had two hits and two runs scored.
UNF 2, Vanderbilt 0 (UNF, March 5)
— UNF’s Mullins dominated the game in
one of the best pitching performances of the

young season. The staff ace pitched a com
plete game shutout scattering five hits, walk
ing only one, while whiffing 11. Lee was the
offensive catalyst by scoring twice and swip
ing two bases. Soveral and McPhail had the
game’s only RBI.
UNF 7, The Citadel 4 (UNF, March 4)
— Brett McKee threw eight solid innings to
pick up the victory for the Ospreys. The
junior gave up three earned runs and five
hits. Rich came out of the pen in the ninth
and picked up the save. He then pointed to
his father, Malcolm, and said, "That was for
you, papa.”
McPhail drove in two runs and Bryant
Melson, Sheiman, and Soveral each scored
twice.
UNF 6, Charleston Southern 1 (UNF,
March 3) — Brooks pitched the team’s first
complete game of the year and never was in
any trouble throughout this great pitching
performance. The junior held Charleston
Southern to just four hits and struck out 11
Buccaneer batters.
Pound, Sheiman, and Melson each had
two hits. Pound also drove in two runs.
Flagler 5, UNF 4 (St. Augustine, Feb
ruary 28) — The Saints stunned the Ospreys
with five runs in the bottom of the ninth to
hand UNF a loss.
Rich came out of the pen in the ninth
inning and struggled as he gave up three
earned runs and failed to record an out. The
Ospreys wasted a fine pitching performance
by Ben Watkins in the process.
Additional reporting by Tom Kopacz.
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Welch adds five to volleyball roster Basketball seasons close with losses
By Tom Kopacz
Sports Editor
Five new players will
suit up for the UNF vol
leyball team this fall.
Head coach Mike
Welch added two Orego
nians, two Floridians and
a Virginian to his roster.
The two Oregonians, middle blocker
Becky De Jong and setter Jennifer
McPherson of Klamath Falls, won a state
high school championship together for
Henley High School in Klamath Falls.
De Jong earned all-state honors twice
in volleyball. She was second in Oregon in
the javelin throw and ninth in the state in
shot put.
“Becky is a complete player,” Welch
said. “She dominates at the net and is solid
on defense.”
De Jong plans to major in business and
education.
McPherson will probably sit or a year
behind incumbents Missy Erixon and Missy
Graf. She was named all-state in Oregon
twice and has been involved in competi
tive gymnastics for seven years. She has a
4.0 GPA, is a National Merit Scholarship
semifinalist, and plans to major in com
puter science.
“Jennifer is an intelligent setter with
strong leadership skills,” Welch said. “She
will challenge our returning setters and will
train to lead the team to new heights in the
future.”
The Floridians come from different parts
of the state. Brittany Runo, an outside

hitter, is from Tallahassee, while middle
blocker/outside hitterTonya Blauvelt comes
to UNF from Deltona.
“Tonya came to our open tryout and
really impressed the team,” Welch said.
“She is quick and will be an offensive threat
at the net.”
Blauvelt was been named all-Volusia
County for two-years in a row and was
named MVP of the 1994 Florida Senior AllStar Game. She holds a GPA over 4.0 and
plans to major in math and sciences.
Runo, of Leon High School, was named
1994 Big Bend Player of the Year by the
Tallahassee Democrat. Her team finished
third in the state in 1994. She intends to
major in business.
Welch said Runo is aggressive at the
net. “She comes in hard and hits the ball
hard,” he said.
The single Virginian, Eliza Lehr, is a
middle blocker/outside hitter from
Woodbridge. She was selected as
Woodbridge High School's most improved
player as a senior. She plans to major in
nursing.
“Eliza will add some size and power to
the team,” Welch said. “She has been play
ing volleyball for only a short period and has
a lot of potential to grow with the team.”

• ••

WELCH NAMED TO COACH
OLYMPIC FESTIVAL — Welch will
coach the South team at the United States
Olympic Festival this July in Boulder, Col.
Last summer, he was an assistant coach
for the West team, which won the silver
medal.

by Tom Kopacz
Sports Editor
The UNF basketball
teams made short trips
to Lakeland for the Sunshine State Conference
tournament.
The men exited in
the first round March 2,
losing 88-77 to top-seeded Eckerd Col
lege. As he had for much of the second half
of the season, Jessie Hudson led the Ospreys
with 21 points.
Jamal Williams, who was named to the
conference All-Freshman team, scored 13,
while senior point guard Bobby Patton, in
his final UNFgame, also scored 13 and led
the team with five assists.

Chris Sneed, who was named honor
able mention All-Sunshine State Con
ference, led the Ospreyswith 11 rebounds.
The UNF women lost the next day in
the conference semi-finals to Florida
Southern 79-73. UNF used a youth move
ment to stay with the Lady Mocs: sopho
more center Rachel Thomas had her best
game as a Lady Osprey, scoring 16 points,
Florida Southern used its press to shut
down UNF and pull ahead in the first
half. “We get a turnover and I think the
upperclassmen [said], ‘Uh-oh, not
again,'" said head coach Mary Ortelee.
She said when her team made its big run
in the second half, younger players like
Thomas, Krista Wynn and Cindy Cow
herd were in the game.

Golf team prepares for stretch run
by Tom Kopacz
Sports Editor
Golf coach John
Brooks feels confident
going into the golf team’s
final three tournaments.
After going head to head
with some of the
nations’s best Division 1 programs, UNF
will be facing Division II competition at
the next three events.
“We’ve done fair against Division I
competition — SEC [and] ACC schools,
but hopefully that’s prepared us for Divi
sion II play,” he said.
UNF came in fifth at the Merrill Lynch
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Seminole Classic in Tallahassee, which
concluded March 14. Host Florida State
won the event, while UNF was the top
Division II finisher, one shot behind Mississippi State.
UNF finished tied for 12th with Ohio
State at the Imperial Lakes Classic in Lake
land March 5. Florida Southern, the host
team, won the tournament, finishing two
shots ahead of Virginia, nine ahead of
Florida State and 30 ahead of UNF.
The next three tournaments — the
Port Aromor Collegiate Invitational, the
Southeastern Intercollegiate and the Sun
shine State Conference Championships
— are Division II events.
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Baseball
All home games at Harmon Stadium
St. Xavier
5 p.m.(DH)
Florida Southern 7p.m.
Florida Southern 1 p.m.
FloridaSouthern 1 p.m.
Lynn
7 p.m.
Lynn
1 p.m.
at Florida Tech
3p.m.
at FloridaTech
1 p.m.
at FloridaTech
1 p.m.
Valdosta State
7 p.m.
at Armstrong St. 2 p.m.

Softball
All home games at UNF Softball Field
Mar. 21 Tue.
Mar. 23 Thu.

at Florida Tech
St. Leo

2:30p.m.
3 p.m.

Rebel Games, Ocoee
Mar. 24 Fri.
Nebraska-Omaha 1:15p.m.
Merrimack
4:45 p. m.
Mar. 25 Sat.
Mankato State
1:15p.m.
Aυgustana
3p.m.
Mar. 28
Mar. 29
Mar. 31
Apr. 1
Apr. 2
Apr. 4

Tue.
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Tue.

Columbus Coll. 2p.m.
S.C.-Spartanburg 3:30 p.m.
Florida Southern 6 p.m.
Barry
1 p.m.
Eckerd
1 p.m.
at Rollins
6 p.m.

Tennis
All home matches at UNF Tennis Courts
Men's
Mar. 24 Fri.
Mar. 27 Mon.
Apr. 3
Mon.

Jacksonville St. 2 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran 7 p.m.
at Jacksonville
2:30p.m.
Georgia Southern2 p.m.

Women
Mar. 24 Fri.
Apr. 1
Sat.
Apr. 3

Mon.

Jacksonville St. 2 p.m.
vs. California-Davis
Jacksonville, Ala.
Georgia Southern2 p.m.

Golf
Mar. 26-27

Port Armor Invitational
Greensboro, Ga.

Track
Mar. 22-25

Inside ...
Women's basketball booming nationwide....10

Golfers enter stretch run............................... 11

Ospreys back on track; won 11 of 13

Osprey sports
this week
Mar. 21 Tues.
Mar. 24 Fri.
Mar. 25 Sat.
Mar. 26 Sun.
Mar. 28 Tue.
Mar. 29 Wed.
Mar. 31 Fri.
Apr. 1
Sat.
Apr. 2
Sun.
Apr. 4
Tue.
Apr. 6
Thu.
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Coca-Cola Classic Relays
Gainesville

The UNF
baseball team is
looking like its
old self again.
And as in the
past, Osprey
pitching thathas
been dominating.
The Ospreys swept through the
Jacksonville Kennel Club Classic
during spring break without a loss.
They defeated seven Division I
teams in what head coach Dusty
Rhodes called a week of great pitching performances.
“Our pitching staff was out
standing,” Rhodes said. “Everyone
on the staff is doing their job.”
And doing their jobs well.
During the Classic, the Osprey
pitching staff lowered their team
ERA to 2.77, led by Greg Mullins
and Wyatt Brooks. Mullins pitched
two complete games, and had 20
strikeouts giving up only one
earned run in a span of 18 innings.
Brooks was equally impressive. He
also pitched two complete games
and only gave up three earned runs
in 18 innings of work.
• ••
UNF 8, Mon treat-Anderson
2 (UNF,March 19)—UNFscored
four runs in the second inning,
then coasted to their second
straight win over the visiting Cava
liers.
Mullins threw a five-hitter over
eight innings, walking three and
striking out eight as he recorded
his fifth win against one loss this
season. Trent rich closed the game,
allowing both Montreat-Ander-

son runs. Only one was earned.
Mike McPhail hit a home run
to lead the Ospreys’ offense, which
racked up Cavalier starter Shane
Hatcher for 11 hits and eight runs
over 6 2/3 innings.
UNF 7, Northern Illinois 2
(UNF, March 18)—The Ospreys
scored six runs in the sixth inning
to shut down NIU. Jason King and
Tom Bacon hit home runs, while
Scooter Lange, Joey Pound and
Chris Bristow hit doubles.
Brooks pitched eight innings,
allowing two runs on nine hits and
two walks. Ray Pawlyk allowed
two hits in the ninth, but held on.
Valdosta State 2, UNF 1
(Valdosta, Ga., March 15) — The
Blazers ended UNF’s nine game
winning streak behind strong
pitching. Scott MacRae went the
distance, allowing one unearned
run and five hits, while striking
out 10.
Brett McKee also pitched a
great game. The junior also pitched
a complete game and allowed only
one earned run. Willie Lee had
two hitsand drove in Jeff Mihailoff
for the Ospreys’ only run.
UNF 17, Edward Waters 0
(UNF, March 14) —UNF’scrosstown rival brought just 10 players
to Harmon Stadium, and the
Ospreys took advantage.
UNF racked up 15 hits, includ
ing two home runs by first baseman
Bristow from the cleanup spot in
the lineup, his first and second of
the season. He had four hits in six
atbats and 4 RBI.
Bristow also hit a double, while
Jeff Mihailoff hit a pair of twobaggers. Scott Maim hit a single,

double and triple, while Will Mi
nor and Bacon also doubled.
The Ospreys also took advan
tage of six EWC errors, scoring
five unearned runs.
Mike Beresh picked up the win
for UNF, pitching seven innings
of three-hit ball. Jason Anderson
pitched two perfect innings of re
lief.
UNF 6, Kentucky 3 (UNF,
March 12) — The Ospreys
benefitted from five Wildcat er
rors that led to four unearned runs.
However, that did not over
shadow Mullins' superb pitching
performance. The senior pitched
his second complete game of the
Kennel Club Classic, allowing one
earned run and striking out nine.
He lowered his team leading ERA
to a minuscule 1.46. Steve
Sheiman and Pound had two hits
each. Mike Pilliod scored twice.
UNF 6, Austin Peay 5 (UNF,
March 10) — Joby Birr, UNF’s
leading hitter, and Willie Lee led
the Osprey offense. Birr had three
hits, including a double, and three
RBI's. Lee had two hits, scored
twice, and one RBI. Sheiman also
scored twice.
Ben Watkins pitched eight
strong innings for the Ospreys. The
sophomore gave up two earned
runs. But it was Trent Rich who
came out of the pen and pitched
into extra innings to pick up the
win.
For Austin Peay, Al Bolden
and Benji Zimmerman each had
three hits and also two stolen bases

continued on p. 10

Tennis coach confronts rash of injuries entering home stretch
What's it like to toil in near-total obscu
rity? Ask the UNF tennis teams. While the
baseball team rolled up a nine-game win
ning streak and the basketball teams fin
ished their seasons, the tennis teams very
quietly have kicked... er, something... out
of their competition.
The women’s tennis team has moved to
No. 4 in Division II and defeated No. 1
Armstrong State March 7 (three days after
the current rankings came out), while the
men are No. 2. However the injury bug bit
the men’s team recently, with the top four
players going down. Tennis coach Charley
Jenks, normally the poster boy of confi
dence, is a bit more cautious now.
Tom Jedlik, UNF's top men’s player,
tore a muscle in his rib cageagainst Mon
tana State March 14. Jenks said he believes
Jedlik will be out two to three weeks. Casey
Cleveland played in four matches March 14
in both singles and doubles against MSU
and Northern Illinois. “Casey has a ten
dency to cramp very easily to start with, so
he was almost immobile for two days after
that match,” Jenks said.
Cleveland scored the team’s only win

over powerhouse Lynn University March
18, as the visitors swept UNF 8-1.
Sophomore Reggie Exum had played
every match this season, including three
straight doubleheaders, which took its toll:
“He was very simply physically exhausted [against
Lynn] and could
not perform,” Jenks
said. Jenks finally
sat Exum down
later that day; he
did not play against
Cornell later that
afternoon.
His twin brother Roger tore a tendon in
his elbow March 14 and sat out three days.
He was not effective against Lynn, and
didn’t play against Cornell.
“We’ve had four of our main people
[missing], plus Jeff Short, who just got his
foot out of a cast,” Jenks said.
Phil Dorr is the only men’s starter at full
strength, while Cleveland is close to 100
percent.
Jenks said the injuries can be attributed

to what he calls March Madness, when
many northern schools go on spring break
and their tennis teams come south for competition.
Ordinarily that’s not a problem. However, the NCAA
allows just 25 dates
of competition over
the tennis season.
UNF scheduled 34
men’s
tennis
matches, which
means lots of
doubleheaders.
Add that to all the
traveling northern
teams, and the players can get overworked.
"The NCAA and its 25 dates of competition forces coaches to schedule matches
like this where your playing two very good
teams on the same day,” Jenks said.
He used the UNF baseball team as an
example: “In comparison, coach [Dusty]
Rhodes probably wouldn’t be willing to face
Florida with their number one pitcher and
then Florida State with their number one
pitcher in the same day. We’re doing things

The
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like that.”
Jenks pointed out that circumstances
could be different: “If healthy, we have the
personnel to be successful. If not, we’re
gonna give up some matches we shouldn’t
lose, but that’s OK.”
In the other locker r∞m, there isn’t as
much bad news to report. But while the
injury bug has thus far stayed away, another
bug showed up. Heather Hyme, UNF’s top
player, has come down with bronchitis.
“She was very ineffective [against Lynn]
in doubles, and I had to take her out of
singles,” Jenks said.
However, theotherwomen (among oth
ers: sophomore Marcey Smith, who has
played some matches at No. 1, and senior
Jeriann Johnston) are (as yet) uninjured,
and hopefully will not be visiting trainer
Dave Boerem anytime soon.
One thing you should remember: Yes,
some of the players are hurt, but we’re still
talking about two of the best college tennis
teams in the country. They’ll be fine come
playoff time. It’s better to be hurt this week
than right before the NCAA Regionals
May 5 through 7.

